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a b s t r a c t

Graph grammars may be used as specification technique for different kinds of systems,
specially in situations in which states are complex structures that can be adequately
modeled as graphs (possiblywith an attribute data part) and inwhich the behavior involves
a large amount of parallelism and can be described as reactions to stimuli that can be
observed in the state of the system. The verification of properties of such systems is a
difficult task due to many aspects: the systems in many situations involve an infinite
number of states; states themselves are complex and large; there are a number of different
computation possibilities due to the fact that rule applications may occur in parallel. There
are already some approaches to verification of graph grammars based on model checking,
but in these cases only finite state systems can be analyzed. Other approaches propose
over- and/or under-approximations of the state space, but in this case it is not possible to
check arbitrary properties. This work proposes a relational and logical approach to graph
grammars that allows formal verification of systems using mathematical induction. We
use relational structures to define graph grammars and first-order logic to model graph
transformations. This approach allows proving properties of systems with infinite state
spaces. In this paper we first consider the case of simple (typed) graphs, and then we
extend the approach to the non-trivial case of attributed graphs, that are graphs in which
values are associated to vertices. Attributed graph grammars are very interesting from a
practical point of view, since it is possible to use variables and terms when specifying
the behavior expressed by rules. These values (or terms) come from algebras specified as
abstract data types. The use of attributed graphs gives the specifier a language that is more
suitable for specification, merging the advantages of the graphical representation with the
standard representation of classical data types. We show that attributes can be smoothly
integrated in our representation of graph grammars, giving rise to a framework to reason
about attributed graph grammars.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Graph grammars are a formal language suitable for the specification of a wide range of computational systems [1]. This
formalism is specially well suited to applications in which states have a complex topology (involving not only many types
of elements, but also different types of relations between them) and in which behavior is essentially data-driven, that is,
events are triggered basically by particular configurations of the state. Many reactive systems are examples of this class
of applications, like protocols for distributed and mobile systems, simulation of biological systems, etc. Additionally to the
complex states and reactive behavior, concurrency and non-determinism play an essential role in this area of applications:
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many events may happen concurrently, if they all are enabled, and the choice of occurrence between conflicting events
is non-deterministic. The basic idea of graph grammars is to model the states of a system as graphs and describe the
possible state changes as rules (whose left and right-hand sides are graphs). In this way, the structural information of the
components of a system are described by graphs consisting of vertices and edges (different types of vertices and edges are
allowed, the choice depends on the concrete application being modeled). The behavior of the system is expressed by a set
of computations, called derivations, that are sequences of rule applications starting in the initial state (graph) of the system.

One way of analyzing graph grammar models is through model checking. In [2] a translation of a specific class of graph
grammars, Object Based GraphGrammars (OBGG), to PROMELAwas defined, which allows verification using the SPINmodel
checker [3]. [4] presents an approach to verify a timed extension of graph grammars, allowing the automatic verification
of real-time systems using the UPPAAL model checker [5]. Different approaches for model checking other kinds of graph
grammars can be found in [6].

Although model checking is an important analysis method, it has as disadvantage the need to build the complete state
space, which can lead to the state explosion problem. Much progress has been made to deal with this difficulty, and a
lot of techniques have increased the size of the systems that could be verified [7]. Baldan, Corradini and König proposed
[8,9] approximating the behavior of (infinite state) graph transformation systems by a chain of finite under- or over-
approximations, at a specific level of accuracy of the full unfolding [10] of the system. However, as [11] emphasizes, these
approaches that derive the model as approximations can result in inconclusive error reports or inconclusive verification
reports.

Besides model checking, theorem proving [12,13] is another well-established approach used to analyze systems for
desired properties. Theorem proving is a technique where both the system and its desired properties are expressed as
formulas in some mathematical logic. A logical description defines the system, establishing a set of axioms and inference
rules. The process consists of finding a proof of the required property from the axioms or intermediary lemmas of the
system. In contrast to model checking, theorem proving can deal with infinite state spaces and it relies on techniques such
as structural induction to prove over infinite domains. The use of this technique may require interaction with a human;
however, the user often gains very useful perceptions into the system or the property being proved.

Each verification technique has arguments for and against its use, but we can say that model checking and theorem
proving are complementary. Most of the existing approaches use model checkers to analyze properties of computations,
that is, properties over the sequences of steps a system may engage in. Properties about reachable states are handled,
if at all possible, only in very restricted ways. Additionally, many other approaches have focused on reasoning about
infinite state specifications. One of them is regular model checking [14–16], an automata-based approach that encodes
sets of states (or configurations) as regular sets of words and transitions as finite state transducers (automata). A crucial
problem to be faced when using this technique to verify graph grammar models is the lack of expressivity of finite
automata to represent arbitrary graphs. Another problem is the state space explosion in automata representations of sets of
configurations (or reachability relations) being examined. Many other approaches deal with infinite state verification. For
instance, [17] shows that symbolic model checking can be used to verify a large class of cache coherence protocols and [18]
applies temporal reasoning to analyze similar kind of systems. It is important to notice that in general systems analyzed
using such techniques must be described by simple action-reaction models, in which states must have a non-complex
representation.

In this work, our main aim is to provide a means to prove structural properties of reachable graphs using the theorem
proving technique. Although it is possible to prove properties about graph grammars using existing approaches, just by
reasoning inductively about reachable states, for example, we propose an encoding of one prominent approach to graph
grammars into a relational approach. The reason for this is that we envisage the use of theorem provers to semi-automate
the verification process and therefore we have to represent graph grammars and their behavior using structures that are
the basis of these tools, that are logical theories. Thus, we propose a logical approach to graph grammars that allows the
application of the mathematical induction technique to analyze systems with infinite state spaces. We have defined graph
grammars using relational structures and used first-order logic to model rule applications. The approach proposed here is
equivalent to the Single-Pushout approach to graph grammars [19] and is inspired by Courcelle’s research about logic and
graphs [20].

Courcelle investigates in various papers [21,20,22] the representation of graphs and hypergraphs by relational structures
as well as the expressiveness of their properties by logical languages. In [21] the description of graph properties and the
transformation of graphs in monadic second-order logic is proposed. However, these works are not particularly interested
in effectively verifying the properties of graph transformation systems (GTSs). Since theorem provers, in general, work
efficientlywith specifications in relational style, we extend the relational representation of graphs to graph grammarmodels
and use such representation for the formal analysis of reactive systems through the theoremproving technique. On the other
hand, other authors have investigated the analysis of GTSs based on relational logic or set theory. Baresi and Spoletini [23]
explore the formal language Alloy to find instances and counterexamples for models and GTSs. In fact, with Alloy, they only
analyze the system for a finite scope, whose size is user-defined. Strecker [24], aiming to verify structural properties of GTSs,
proposes a formalization of graph transformations in a set-theoreticmodel. His goal is to obtain a language for writing graph
transformation programs and reasoning about them. Nevertheless, the language has only two statements, one to apply a rule
repeatedly to a graph, and another to apply several rules in a specific order to a graph. Until now, the work just presents a
glimpse of how to reason about graph transformations.
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This paper is an extended version of [25]. With respect to the original version, we included two relevant contributions:
1. The proofs of well-definedness of the approach;
2. A way to handle attributed graphs.

Attributed graphs were introduced in [26], and the idea was to assign values to vertices and/or edges of a graph. These
values should not be seen as ‘‘labels’’, as the value associated to a vertex/edgemight change during the evolution of a system
(typically, labels do not change). Moreover, this framework allowed the use of variables and terms in the rules, giving
the specifier a better level of abstraction than grammars using only non-attributed graphs. From a practical perspective,
attributed graphs are needed, since it is not feasible to encode data types like natural numbers or strings, etc. into graphs.
Although this would be possible to some extent, it is better to reuse the well-established theory of abstract data types,
and furthermore use the typical textual representation for this kind of data. Most of the existing case studies using graph
transformation use some kind of attributed graphs.

However, for verification, the presence of attributes poses additional problems, since data types are often infinite sets. In
fact, even restricting to only finite sets, specifications using attributed graphs often give rise to non-verifiable systems due
to state explosion. There are few approaches to verify attributed graph grammars, like [27,28] and they work for limited
classes of grammars. These will be discussed in Section 6. Our approach is inspired by both [29] and [28], and provides a
basis for a framework for verification of a large class of graph grammars, including those grammars that specify systems
with infinite state space, without using any kind of approximation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce graph grammars according to the SPO-approach
[30]. In Section 3 we present our representation of graph grammars by relational structures and in Section 4 we use first-
order formulas to define rule applications as graph grammar transformations. In Section 5 we use our approach to verify
properties of a small token ring protocol specified using graph grammars. Section 6 presents the extension to attributed
graphs. Final remarks are given in Section 7.

2. Graph grammars

Graph-based formal description techniques often present a friendly means of carry information in a compact and
understandable way, and so can be easily followed by non-specialists on formal specification methods. Graph grammars
generalize Chomsky grammars from strings to graphs: it specifies a system in terms of states, described by graphs, and state
changes, described by rules having graphs at the left- and right-hand sides.
Definition 1 (Graph, Graph Morphism). A graph G = (VG, EG, srcG, trgG) consists of a set of vertices VG, a set of edges EG, a
source and a target function srcG, trgG : EG → VG.We assume that VG∩EG = ∅. A (partial) graphmorphism g : G → H from
a graph G to a graph H is a tuple g = (gVert , gEdge) consisting of two partial functions gVert : VG → VH and gEdge : EG → EH
which are weakly homomorphic, i.e., gVert ◦ srcG ≥ srcH ◦ gEdge and gVert ◦ trgG ≥ trgH ◦ gEdge.1 A morphism g is called
total/injective if both components are total/injective, respectively.

The weak commutativity used above means that everything that is preserved (mapped) by the morphism must be
compatible, that is, whenever an edge eG is mapped to an edge eH via gEdge, the source and target vertices of eG must be
mapped via gVert to the source and target vertices of eH . The term ‘‘weak’’ is used because the compatibility is just required
on preserved items, not on all items. A typed graph is a graph equipped with a morphism tG to a fixed graph of types.
Definition 2 (Typed Graph, Typed Graph Morphism). A typed graph GT is a tuple GT

= (G, tG, T ), where G and T are graphs
and tG : G → T is a total graph morphism called typing morphism. A typed graph morphism between graphs GT and HT

with type graph T is a morphism g : G → H such that tG ≥ tH ◦ g (that is, g may only map elements of the same type).
A rule specifies a possible behavior of the system. It consists of a left-hand side, describing items that must be present in

a state to enable the rule application and a right-hand side, expressing items that will be present after the rule application.
We require that rules do not collapse vertices or edges (are injective) and do not delete vertices.
Definition 3 (Rule). Let T be a graph. A rule with respect to T is an injective typed graph morphism α : LT → RT from a
typed graph LT to a typed graph RT , such that αVert : VL → VR is a total function on the set of vertices.

A graph grammar is composed of a type graph, characterizing the types of vertices and edges allowed in a system, an
initial graph, representing the initial state of a system and a set of rules, describing the possible state changes that can occur
in a system.
Definition 4 (Graph Grammar). A (typed) graph grammar is a tuple GG = (T , G0, R), such that T is a type graph (the type
of the grammar), G0 is a graph typed over T (the initial graph of the grammar) and R is a set of rules with respect to type T .

Given a rule α and a state G, we say that this rule is applicable in this state if there is a match m, that is, an image of the
left-hand side of the rule in the state. The operational behavior of a graph grammar is defined in terms of rule applications.
In what follows, A⊎B denotes the disjoint union of sets A and B and rng(f ) denotes the range of function f , that is, the image
of the domain of f .

1
≥ is the usual relation between partial functions meaning ‘‘more defined than’’.
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Definition 5 (Match, Rule Application). Given a rule α : LT → RT with respect to a type graph T , a match of a rule α in a
typed graph GT is a total typed graph morphismm : LT → GT which is injective on edges. A rule application GT (α,m)

=⇒ HT , or
the application of α to a typed graph GT at matchm, generates a typed graphHT

= (H, tH , T ), withH = (VH , EH , srcH , trgH),
as follows:

Vertices of H:

VH = VG ⊎ (VR − αVert(VL)).

Edges of H:

EH = (EG − mEdge(EL)) ⊎ ER.

Source and target functions of H:

srcH(e) =


srcG(e) if e ∈ (EG − mEdge(EL))
m(srcR(e)) if e ∈ ER

trgH(e) =


trgG(e) if e ∈ (EG − mEdge(EL))
m(trgR(e)) if e ∈ ER

where m : VR → VH is defined by

m(v) =


mVert(v0) if v ∈ rng(αVert) and v = αVert(v0)
v otherwise.

Typing morphism: The morphism tH = (tHVert , t
H
Edge) from H to T is

tHVert(v) =


tGVert(v) if v ∈ VG

tRVert(v) if v ∈ (VR − αVert(VL))

tHEdge(e) =


tGEdge(e) if e ∈ (EG − mEdge(EL))

tREdge(e) if e ∈ ER.

Intuitively, the application of α to G at the match m first removes from G the image of the edges in L. Then, graph G is
extended by adding the new vertices in R (i.e., the vertices in VR − αVert(VL)) and the edges of R. This construction can be
described by a pushout in a suitable category of typed graphs.

2.1. Working example: the token ring protocol

We illustrate the use of graph grammars specifying the token-ring protocol. This protocol is used to control the access
of various stations to a shared transmission medium in a ring topology network [31]. According to the protocol, a special
bit pattern, called the token, is transmitted from station to station in only one direction. When a station wants to send
some content through the network, it waits for the token, holds it, and sends the message (data frame) to the ring. The
message circulates the ring and all stations may copy its contents. When the message completes the cycle, it is received by
the originating station, which then removes the message from the ring and sends the token to the next station, restarting
the cycle. If only one token exists, only one station may be transmitting at a given time. Here we will model a token-ring
protocol in an environment in which new stations may be added at any time.

Fig. 1 illustrates the graph grammar for the example. The type graph T defines a single type of vertex (Node) , and five

types of edges (Message), (Token), (Next), (Active Station) and (Standby Station). represents

a network station and defines a frame of data. The stations are connected by edges of type . The represents
a special signal which enables the station to start the transmission. Every station is either an active station ( ), meaning
that the station is transmitting a message on the network, or a standby station ( ). There can be only one active station
on a ring at a time. The initial graph G0 defines a ring with three nodes. Initially the Token is at a specific station and no
station is transmitting information on the network (all stations have a edge).

The behavior of the protocol is modeled by the rules. In the graphical representation, usually the morphism is not
explicitly represented; we assume that items of a graph are mapped to items with same names. A standby node with a
token edge may retain this edge and send a message, becoming an active station (rule α1), or pass the token to the next
node (rule α2). When a message is received by a standby node, rule α3 can be applied and the message is passed to the next
node. If the receiving node is an active station, then rule α4 can be applied, removing themessage from the ring and sending
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Fig. 1. Token ring graph grammar.

the token to the next station. Rule α5 is applied to insert a new station into the ring. This model has an infinite state space
and generates infinite computations.

Although the graphical representation shown in Fig. 1 is natural, to obtain a logical representation of a graph grammar
we will assume, without loss of generality, that all items (vertices or edges) that appear in graph grammar have different
names. Thus, we need to explicitly show the morphisms when defining the rules of a grammar. In our example, a grammar
that is (behaviorally) equivalent to the one shown in Fig. 1 is depicted in Fig. 2 (morphisms are shown below the graphical
representation). Note that, in the definition ofmorphism α1, the edge Stb11 of L1 is notmapped, thismeans that it is deleted
by this rule; edge Msg11 is not in the image of α1, and therefore is created by this rule.

3. Representation of graph grammars by relational structures

Aiming to define a theory that allows the formulation of properties and the development of proofs for systems specified as
graph grammars, we propose a representation of graph grammars by relational structures (i.e., by structures with relations
only). Our approach is equivalent to the SPO-approach [30], and our choice for such encoding relies on the possibility of
using theorem provers to semi-automate the proofs. A relational structure [20] is a tuple formed by a set and by a family of
relations over this set.
Definition 6 (Relational Structures). Let R be a finite set of relation symbols, where each R ∈ R has an associated positive
integer called its arity, denoted by ρ(R). An R-structure is a tuple S = ⟨DS, (RS)R∈R⟩ such that DS is a possibly empty set
called the domain of S and each RS is a ρ(R)-ary relation on DS , i.e., a subset of Dρ(R)S . R(d1, . . . , dn) holds in S if and only if
(d1, . . . , dn) ∈ RS , where d1, . . . , dn ∈ DS . The class of R-structures is denoted by STR(R).

We start by defining a relational structure to model graphs, and establishing a relational representation for graph
morphisms, typed graphs and rules, whichwill later be used to build the relational structure associated to a graph grammar.
A relational structure representing a graph G is a tuple composed of a set, the domain of the structure, representing all
vertices and edges of G and by two finite relations: a unary relation, i.e. a subset, vertG, defining the set of vertices of G and
a ternary relation incG representing the incidence relation between vertices and edges of G.
Definition 7 (Relational Structure Representing a Graph). Let Rgr = {vert, inc} be a set of relations, where vert is unary
and inc is ternary. Given a graph G = (VG, EG, srcG, trgG), a relational structure representing G is a Rgr -structure
|G| = ⟨DG, (RG)R∈Rgr ⟩, where:

• DG = VG ∪ EG is the union of sets of vertices and edges of G.
• vertG = VG, i.e. vertG(x) iff x ∈ VG;
• incG ⊆ EG × VG × VG, with incG(x, y, z) iff x ∈ EG ∧ srcG(x) = y ∧ trgG(x) = z.
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Fig. 2. Alternative definition of the token ring GG.

Example 1. The typed graph G0 depicted in Fig. 2 can be defined by the relational structure |G0| = ⟨DG0, {vertG0, incG0}⟩,
where

Domain: DG0 = VG0 ∪ EG0 with
VG0 = {N01,N02,N03}
EG0 = {Tok01,Stb01,Stb02,Stb03,Nxt01,Nxt02,Nxt03}

Relations:
vertG0 = {N01,N02,N03}
incG0 = {(Tok01, N01, N01), (Stb01, N01, N01), (Nxt01, N01, N02), (Stb02,N02,N02),

(Nxt02, N02, N03), (Stb03,N03,N03), (Nxt03,N03,N01)}.

Proposition 1. The relational structure |G| is well defined.

Proof. By definition, the relational structure |G| has the same set of vertices of G. The ternary relation incG specifies the set
of directed edges. Each edge x of G is related, by incG, to (and only to) two vertices: its source and target vertices. Nothing
else belongs to incG. Then, |G| defines graph G. �

The relational representation of a graphmorphism g froma graphG to a graphH is obtained through twobinary relations:
one to relate vertices (gV ) and other to relate edges (gE). Since these relations just map vertices and edges names, we have to
impose some restrictions to ensure that they represent a morphism. The type consistency conditions state that if two vertices
are related by gV then the first one must be a vertex of G and the second one a vertex of H , and if two edges are related by
gE , then the first one must be an edge of G and the second one an edge of H . The (morphism) commutativity condition assures
that the mapping of edges preserves the mapping of source and target vertices.
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Definition 8 (Relational Graph Morphism). Let |G| = ⟨VG ∪ EG, {vertG, incG}⟩ and |H| = ⟨VH ∪ EH , {vertH , incH}⟩ be Rgr -
structures representing graphs. A relational graphmorphism |g| from |G| to |H| is defined by a set |g| = {gV , gE} of binary
relations where:

• gV ⊆ VG × VH is a partial function that relates vertices of |G| to vertices of |H|;
• gE ⊆ EG × EH is a partial function that relates edges of |G| to edges of |H|;

such that the following conditions are satisfied:

• Type consistency conditions. ∀x, x′,
[gV (x, x′)] ⇒ vertG(x) ∧ vertH(x′); and
[gE(x, x′)] ⇒ ∃y, y′, z, z ′

[incG(x, y, z) ∧ incH(x′, y′, z ′)];
• Morphism commutativity condition. ∀x, y, z, x′, y′, z ′,

[gE(x, x′) ∧ incG(x, y, z) ∧ incH(x′, y′, z ′) ⇒ gV (y, y′) ∧ gV (z, z ′)].

g is called total/injective if relations gV and gE are total/injective functions, respectively.

Proposition 2. A relational graph morphism g = {gV , gE} from |G| to |H| is a well-defined graph morphism from graph G to
graph H.

Proof. We have gV and gE denoting partial functions. According to the type consistency conditions, they relate vertices and
edges of G and H , respectively. Moreover, due to the morphism commutativity condition, every edge that is related by gE
must be compatible with the relations established by gV . In other words, if an edge x is related by gE to an edge x′, then its
source and target vertices must be related by gV , i.e., the weak commutativity holds. �

A typing morphism is a graph morphism that has the role of typing all elements of a graph G over a graph T . Thus, its
relational definition is the same as graphmorphisms, with the restriction that both relations must represent total functions.

Definition 9 (Relational Typing Morphism). Let |G| and |T | be Rgr -structures representing graphs. A relational typing
morphism from |G| over |T | is defined by a total relational graph morphism |tG| = {tGV , t

G
E } from |G| to |T |.

Example 2. The relational typing morphism from |G0| over |T | (see Fig. 2) is defined by |tG0| = {tG0V , t
G0
E }, with tG0V =

{(N01,Node), (N02,Node), (N03, Node)} and tG0E = {(Tok01, Tok), (Stb01,Stb), (Stb02, Stb), (Stb03,Stb), (Nxt01,Nxt),
(Nxt02,Nxt), (Nxt03,Nxt)}.

Proposition 3. A relational typing morphism is a well-defined typing morphism.

Proof. Following Proposition 2 a relational typing morphism is a well-defined graph morphism. Since both relations in a
relational typing morphism must be total functions, it is a well-defined typing morphism. �

The relational representation of a typed graph GT
= (G, tG, T ) is defined by twoRgr -structures representing G and T and

by a relational typing morphism, which defines exactly the typing morphism tG.

Definition 10 (Relational Representation of a Typed Graph). Given a typed graph GT
= (G, tG, T ) with tG = (tGVert , t

G
Edge), a

relational representation of GT is given by a tuple |GT
| = ⟨|G|, |tG|, |T |⟩ where:

• |G| and |T | are Rgr -structures representing G and T respectively;
• |tG| = {tGVert , t

G
Edge} is a relational typing morphism from |G| over |T |.

Proposition 4. The relational representation of a typed graph is well defined.

Proof. By Proposition 1 the relational representation of graphs is well defined and by Proposition 3 the relational typing
morphism is well defined. Since the definition of the relational typing morphism guarantees that it represents the same
typing morphism given, then the relational representation |GT

| defines the same typed graph GT . �

A relational graph morphism is also the basis of the relational definition of a relational typed graph morphism from a
graph G to a graph H . Since both graphs are typed over the same graph T , a (typed morphism) compatibility condition assures
that the mappings of vertices and edges preserve types.

Definition 11 (Relational (Typed) Graph Morphism ). Let |G|, |H| and |T | be Rgr -structures representing graphs and |tG| =

{tGV , t
G
E } and |tH | = {tHV , t

H
E } be relational typing morphisms from |G| and |H| over |T |, respectively. A relational (typed)

graph morphism from |GT
| to |HT

| is defined by a relational graph morphism |g| = {gV , gE} from |G| to |H|, such that the
typed morphism compatibility condition is satisfied:

• (Typed morphism) compatibility condition. ∀x, x′, y,
[gV (x, x′) ∧ tGV (x, y) ⇒ tHV (x

′, y)]; and
[gE(x, x′) ∧ tGE (x, y) ⇒ tHE (x

′, y)].
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Proposition 5. The relational representation of a typed graph morphism is well defined.

Proof. Following Proposition 2, a relational graph morphism is a well-defined graph morphism. The (typed morphism)
compatibility condition guarantees that the relational typed graph morphism only maps elements of the same type. �

Given a rule α : LT → RT , its relational representation is given by the relational representation of typed graphs LT and
RT , together with a relational typedmorphismwhichmust define the samemorphism given. Note that, since a rule does not
delete vertices, the function αVert must be total.

Definition 12 (Relational Representation of a Rule). Given a rule α : LT → RT , α = (αVert , αEdge), a relational representa-
tion of α is given by a tuple ⟨|LT |, |α|, |RT

|⟩ where:

• |LT | = ⟨|L|, |tL|, |T |⟩ and |RT
| = ⟨|R|, |tR|, |T |⟩ are relational representations of typed graphs LT and RT , respectively;

• |α| = {αVert , αEdge} is a relational typed graph morphism from |LT | to |RT
|.

Example 3. The relational typed graph morphism of rule α1 illustrated in Fig. 2 is defined by |α1| = {α1V , α1E }, where
α1V = {(N11,N13), (N12,N14)} and α1E = {(Tok11, Tok12), (Nxt11,Nxt12)}. The relational typing morphisms from L1 and
R1 over T are respectively given by tL1V = {(N11,Node), (N12,Node)}, tL1E = {(Tok11, Tok), (Stb11,Stb), (Nxt11,Nxt)}
and tR1V = {(N13,Node), (N14, Node)}, tR1E = {(Tok12, Tok), (Act11,Act), (Nxt12,Nxt), (Msg11,Msg)}.

Proposition 6. A relational representation of a rule is well defined.

Proof. By Proposition 4 the relational representation of typed graphs is well defined and by Proposition 5 the relational
representation of a typed graph morphism is well defined. Also, the definition of the relational typed graph morphism
guarantees that it represents the same morphism given. Then, the relational graph morphism is injective with the
component that relates vertices total. �

Given a graph grammar GG = (T ,G0, R), we define a relational structure |GG| associated to it as a tuple composed of a
set and a collection of relations. The set describes the domain of the structure. The relations define the type graph, the initial
graph and the rules. The type graph is defined by relations of a Rgr -structure representing T . The initial graph G0, and the
left- and right-hand sides of rules are specified by relations of Rgr -structures representing graphs, which are typed over T
by relational typing morphisms. Relational typed graph morphisms map the graphs of left-hand side and right-hand side of
rules.

Definition 13 (Relational Structure Associated to a Graph Grammar). LetRGG = {vertT , incT , vertG0, incG0, tG0V , t
G0
E , (vertLi,

incLi, tLiV , tLiE , vertRi, incRi, tRiV , tRiE , αiV , αiE )i∈{1,...,n}} be a set of relation symbols. Given a graph grammar GG = (T ,G0, R)
where R has cardinality n, the RGG-structure associated to GG, denoted by |GG|, is the tuple ⟨DGG, (r)r∈RGG⟩

2 where

• DGG = VGG ∪ EGG is the set of vertices and edges of the graph grammar, where: VGG ∩ EGG = ∅, VGG = VT ∪ VG0 ∪ (VLi ∪

VRi)i∈{1,...,n} and EGG = ET ∪ EG0 ∪ (ELi ∪ ERi)i∈{1,...,n}.
• vertT and incT model the type graph. They are the relations of a Rgr -structure |T | = ⟨VT ∪ ET , {vertT , incT }⟩ representing

graph T .
• vertG0, incG0, tG0V and tG0E model the initial graph typed over T , i.e., they are the relations that compose the relational

representation of G0T .
• Each collection (vertLi, incLi, tLiV , t

Li
E , vertRi, incRi, t

Ri
V , t

Ri
E , αiV , αiE ) defines a rule:

– vertLi, incLi, tLiV and tLiE model the left-hand side of the rule, i.e., they are the relations of the relational representation
of LiT .

– vertRi, incRi, tRiV and tRiE model the right-hand side of the rule, i.e., they are the relations of the relational representation
of RiT .

– αiV and αiE are relations of |αi|, which defines a relational typed graph morphism from |LiT | to |RiT |, such that the
tuple ⟨|LiT |, |αi|, |RiT |⟩ is a relational representation of rule αi : LiT → RiT .

Proposition 7. The relational structure |GG| is well defined.

Proof. Follows immediately from Propositions 1, 4 and 6. �

2 In order to simplify the reading we omit the subscript GG in relations.
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4. Rule applications as first-order definable transductions

In this section, inspired by the definition of monadic second-order definable transduction, introduced in [20], we show
how to define rule applications as graph grammar transformations. This approach will allow a graph grammar theory to be
defined, which will be later used to verify properties of distributed and reactive systems.

A monadic second-order definable transduction [20] replaces for graphs the notion of finite automaton used for
transformations of words or trees. It is defined through a tuple (ϕ, ψ, (θq)q∈Q) of monadic second-order formulas [32] that
specifies a Q-structure T = ⟨DT , (RT )R∈Q⟩ based on an R-structure S = ⟨DS, (RS)R∈R⟩. The first formula of the tuple, ϕ,
establishes a condition to be satisfied in order to make the transduction possible. The following formula ψ defines the
domain of the relation T . Finally, for each relation symbol q ∈ Q, a formula θ defines the elements of the T domain that
belong to the relation. In the original definition, it is possible to make k copies of the original structure S before redefining
the relations q, to obtain the new structure T . Next, we present the definition of first-order definable transductions (via first-
order formulas) without copies of the original structure, which is enough to represent rule applications as graph-grammar
transformations.

Definition 14 (First-Order Definable Transduction). Let R and Q be two finite ranked sets of relation symbols. Let W be a
finite set of set variables (parameters) and FO(R,W) be the set of first-order formulas over R, with free variables in W .
A (Q,R)-definition scheme is a tuple ∆ = (ϕ, ψ, (θq)q∈Q), where ϕ ∈ FO(R,W), ψ ∈ FO(R,W ∪ {x1}) and θq ∈

FO(R,W ∪ {x1, . . . , xρ(q)}).
These formulas are intended to define a structure T in STR(Q) from a structure S in STR(R) in the following way: let

S ∈ STR(R) and γ be a W-assignment in S, a Q-structure T with domain DT ⊆ DS is defined in (S, γ ) by∆ if:

1. (S, γ ) |= ϕ. Formula ϕ establishes a condition to be fulfilled so that the translation is possible. I.e., T is defined only if ϕ
holds true in S for some γ .

2. DT = {d ∈ DS | (S, γ , d) |= ψ}. Assuming that previous item (1) is satisfied, formula ψ defines the domain of T as the
set of elements in the S domain that satisfy ψ for γ .

3. For each q ∈ Q, qT = {(d1, . . . , dt) ∈ Dt
T | (S, γ , d1, . . . , dt) |= θq}, where t = ρ(q). Formulas θq define the relation qT

for each q ∈ Q.

Since T is associated in a unique way with S, γ and ∆ whenever it is defined (whenever (S, γ ) |= ϕ) we can use the
functional notation def∆(S, γ ) for T . A transduction defined by∆ is the relation def∆ := {(S, T ) | T = def∆(S, γ ) for some
W-assignment γ in S} ⊆ STR(R)× STR(Q). f ⊆ STR(R)× STR(Q) is a FO-definable transduction, if it is equal to def∆, for
some (Q,R)-definition scheme∆. In the case where W = ∅ we say that f is definable without parameters.

A rule application may be described by a FO-definable transduction on relational structures associated to graph
grammars. The result of the transduction over a graph grammar is another graph grammar whose initial state corresponds
to the result of the application of a rule αi at a matchm to the initial state of the original grammar. The other components of
the grammar remain unchanged (i.e., the resulting grammar has the same type graph and rules of the original one). In order
to define rule application as a FO-definable transduction, we first introduce the relational representation of a match.

Definition 15 (Relational Representation of a Match). Given a match m : LT → GT , m = (mVert ,mEdge), a relational repre-
sentation of matchm is given by a tuple ⟨|LT |, |m|, |GT

|⟩ where:

• |LT | = ⟨|L|, |tL|, |T |⟩ and |GT
| = ⟨|G|, |tG|, |T |⟩ are relational representations of typed graphs LT and GT , respectively;

• |m| = {mVert ,mEdge} is a relational typed graph morphism from |LT | to |GT
|.

Proposition 8. A relational representation of a match is well defined.

Proof. By Proposition 4 the relational representation of typed graphs is well defined and by Proposition 5 the relational
representation of a typed graphmorphism iswell defined. The definition of the relational typed graphmorphism guarantees
that it represents the same morphism given. Then, the relational graph morphism is total, with the component that relates
edges injective. �

Now, a rule application is represented by a definable transduction (i.e., by a tuple of first-order formulas) that defines
a RGG-structure |GG|

′ (i.e., a graph grammar) based on another RGG-structure |GG|. Before applying the transduction, we
must first fix a relational representation of a rule αi and a relational representation of a match m of αi in G0T . Then, the
RGG-definition scheme ∆ = (ϕ, ψ, (θq)q∈RGG) defines the relational structure |GG|

′ from |GG|, which corresponds to the
same grammar, excepted that |G0|′ (initial state of |GG|

′) represents the result of the application of |αi| at match |m| in |G0|.
In ∆, ϕ ensures that |m| effectively defines a match, ψ defines the domain of the resulting grammar (the same of original
grammar) and each formula θq, q ∈ RGG, defines the elements that will be present in relation symbols qGG′ , q ∈ RGG of the
resulting grammar. In fact, the collection (θq) defines the structure associated to graph grammar |GG|

′. Since the type graph
and the rules remain unchanged, the formulas that define these components are constructed in the obvious way (they are
defined by relations of the original grammar). Formulas θvertG0 , θincG0 , θtG0V , θtG0E that define the resulting graph of the rule
application are specified according to Definition 5. Table 1 presents the intuitivemeaning and the equivalent notation of the
formulas used in θ specifications.
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Table 1
Formulas used in Definition 16.
Formula Intuitive meaning Equivalent notation

vertG(x) x is a vertex of graph G in GG –
incG(x, y, z) x is an edge of graph G with source vertex y and target

vertex z in GG
–

tGV (x, y) x is a vertex of graph G of type y in GG –
tGE (x, y) x is an edge of graph G of type y in GG –
αiV (x, y) x is a vertex of graph Li mapped to vertex y of Ri by rule

αi in GG
–

αiE (x, y) x is an edge of graph Limapped to edge y of Ri by rule αi
in GG

–

vertRi(x) ∧ @y

αiV (y, x)


x is a vertex of graph Ri that is not image of the rule αi in
GG

nvertRi(x)

incG0(x, y, z) ∧ @w

mE(w, x)


x is an edge of graph G0 with source y and target z in GG
that is not image of the match

nincG0(x, y, z)

∃r, s

incRi(x, r, s) ∧ n(r, y) ∧ n(s, z)


x is an edge of graph Ri with source and target vertices
given by binary relation n

nincRi(x, y, z)
∃v


αiV (v, r) ∧ mV (v, y)


if r ≠ y

@v αiV (v, r) if r = y
Vertex r is related to some different vertex y if it is image
of the rule applied to some vertex v. In this case r is
related with the image of the match applied to v. Vertex
r is related to itself if it is not image of the rule

n(r, y)

vertG0(x) ∧ tG0V (x, t) x is a vertex of graph G0 of type t in GG nvertG0(x, t)
∃y, z


incG0(x, y, z)


∧ @w


mE(w, x)


∧ tG0E (x, t) x is an edge of graph G0 of type t in GG that is not image

of the match
ntG0E (x, t)

Definition 16 (Rule Application as FO-Definable Transduction). Let GG = (T ,G0, R) be a graph grammar such that the sets
of edges and vertices of graphs T , G0, Li and Ri are disjoint, and let |GG| be the relational structure associated to GG. Given
a rule αi : Li → Ri of GG and a corresponding match m : Li → G0, with the relational representations respectively
given by |αi| = {αiV , αiE } from |Li| to |Ri| and |m| = {mV ,mE} of |Li| in |G0|,∆ = (ϕ, ψ, (θq)q∈RGG), with W = ∅, defines a
transduction thatmaps a graph grammar |GG| to a graph grammar |GG|

′, such that |G0|′ (initial state of |GG|
′) corresponds

to the result of the application of rule |αi| at match |m| in |G0| (initial state of |GG|), where:

ϕ expresses that |m| = {mV ,mE} defines a total relational typed graph morphism, withmE injective.
ψ is the Boolean constant true (same domain).
θvertT , θincT are, respectively, the formulas vertT (x) and incT (x, y, z) (same type graph).
θvertG0 is the formula vertG0(x) ∨ nvertRi(x) (see next table).
θincG0(x, y, z) is the formula nincG0(x, y, z) ∨ nincRi(x, y, z).

θtG0V
(x, t) is the formula nvertG0(x, t) ∨


nvertRi(x) ∧ tRiV (x, t)


.

θtG0E
(x, t) is the formula ntG0E (x, t) ∨ tRiE (x, t).

θvertLi , θincLi , θtLiV , θtLiE , θvertRi , θincRi , θtRiV , θtRiE , θαiV , θαiE are respectively the formulas vertLi(x), incLi(x, y, z), tLiV (x, y), t
Li
E (x, y),

vertRi(x), incRi(x, y, z), tRiV (x, y), t
Ri
E (x, y), αiV (x, y) and αiE (x, y), for i = 1 .. n (same rules).

Proposition 9. The rule application as a FO-definable transduction is well defined.

Proof (Sketch). Let |GG|
′ be the result of the transduction applied to graph grammar |GG| corresponding to the application

of rule |αi| at match |m|. Considering that |αi| and |m| are the relational typed graph morphisms of the relational represen-
tations of αi : LiT → RiT and m : LiT → G0T , respectively, and considering HT

= (H, tH , T ) to be the typed graph obtained
by the application of αi to graph G0T at matchm (according to Definition 5) we have to show that3:

1. vert ′T and inc ′

T are the relations of a Rgr -structure |T |
′
= ⟨V ′

T ∪ E ′

T , {vert
′

T , inc
′

T }⟩ representing graph T = (VertT , EdgeT ,
srcT , trgT ).

2. vert ′G0 and inc ′

G0 are the relations of a Rgr -structure |G0|′ = ⟨V ′

G0 ∪ E ′

G0, {vert
′

G0, inc
′

G0}⟩ representing graph H = (VertH ,
EdgeH , srcH , trgH).

3. t ′GOV and t ′G0E are from the set |t ′G0| such that the tuple ⟨|G0|′, |t ′G0|, |T |
′
⟩ is a relational representation of the typed graph

HT
= (H, tH , T ).

3 Each relation r of |GG|
′ will be denoted by r ′ to avoid confusion with the relations of |GG| (denoted by the unprimed names).
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The graph grammar that results from the application of rule |αi| at match |m| in |G0| has its initial graph defined by relations
vert ′T , inc

′

T , vert
′

G0, inc
′

G0, t
′G0
V and t ′G0E , whose elements are those of the domain of |GG|

′ (the same as |GG|) that satisfy, respec-
tively, the formulas θvertT , θincT , θvertG0 , θincG0 , θtG0V

and θtG0E
. Such θ formulas are defined by |GG| relations, which compose,

according to Definition 13, relational representations of graphs, typed graphs or rules. Following Definitions 7, 10 and 12
these relations will define the respective graphs, typed graphs and rules of the original grammar. We can also notice that
the formulas θ that define the resulting graph are specified according to graph HT described in Definition 5. Consequently,
the elements that satisfy the formulas will define the relational representation of HT . �

5. Verifying properties

The logical approach previously detailed allows the use of the technique of mathematical induction to verify properties
of systems specified in graph grammars. In this section, we lay the foundation for future creation of a graph grammar theory
that must define a data type named reachable graph and a standard library, which may be used to formulate properties and
develop proofs.

The data type reachable graph (reach_gr) of a graph grammar may be defined with two constructors, one for the initial
graph G0 and another one for the operator ap(αi,m) that applies the rule αi at match m to a reachable graph (obtaining a
graph G0′ according to the transduction defined in Section 4). The standard librarymust provide a collection of (recursive)
functions that can be used to state and prove desirable properties. For instance, we define two functions: one to determine
the types of edges of a reachable graph and another to indicate if a reachable graph has a ring topology. Let |GG| be the
relational structure associated to a graph grammar.4

[Library function tip: Types of Edges of a Reachable Graph] The types of edges of a reachable graph are recursively
defined by:

tipE G0 = {(x, t) | tG0E (x, t)} (1a)

tipE ap(αi,m) G = {(x, t) | tRiE (x, t) ∨ [(x, t) ∈ tipE G ∧ @w mEαi(w, x)]}. (1b)

That is, if we consider the initial graph (1a), typing is given by the relation tG0E of the relational structure. If we consider
a graph obtained from applying rule αi at match m = {mVαi ,mEαi} to graph G (1b), the type of an edge is either the type
of edges of right-hand side of the rule or a type of edge of graph G (in the latter case, the edge can not be image of the
match). �

[Library function Ring: Ring Topology in a Reachable Graph] Initially, we define the transitive closure of edges of type t
in a graph G, denoted by TC t

incG , by:

∀a, x, y, z

[incG(a, x, y) ∧ tGE (a, t) → (x, y) ∈ TC t

incG ] ∧ [(x, y) ∈ TC t
incG ∧ (y, z) ∈ TC t

incG → (x, z) ∈ TC t
incG ]


.

Then, the function that indicates if a reachable graph has a ring topology of edges of type t is defined by:

Ringt G0 ≡ ∀x [vertG0(x) → (x, x) ∈ TC t
incG0 ] ∧ (2a)

∧ ∀a, b, x, y, z [incG0(a, x, y) ∧ tG0E (a, t) ∧ incG0(b, x, z) ∧ tG0E (b, t) → a = b] ∧ (2b)

∧ ∀x, z [vertG0(x) ∧ vertG0(z) → (x, z) ∈ TC t
incG0 ] (2c)

Ringt ap(αi,m) G ≡ Ringt G ∧ (2d)

∧ ∀a, x, y, z, w [incLi(a, x, y) ∧ tLiE (a, t) ∧ αiV (x, z) ∧ αiV (y, w) → (z, w) ∈ TC t
incRi ] ∧ (2e)

∧ ∀a, b, x, y, z [incRi(a, x, y) ∧ tRiE (a, t) ∧ incRi(b, x, z) ∧ tRiE (b, t) → a = b]. (2f)

That is, G0 has a ring topology if the following conditions are satisfied:

(2a) There is a cycle, i.e., every vertex of G0 has a path with origin and destination in itself;
(2b) There is no bifurcation of edges of type t in G0, i.e., if there are two edges of type t with origin at the same vertex, these

edges are equal. This property guarantees that the paths of edges of type t in G0 are unique;
(2c) The graph is connected, i.e., from every vertex in G0 there is a path to all other vertices.

And, to have a graph with a ring topology resulting from the application of a rule αi = {αiV , αiE } to a reachable graph, it
must be guaranteed that:

(2d) The reachable graph before applying αi has a ring structure;
(2e) For every edge a of type t going from x to y in Li there is a corresponding path in Ri starting at the image αiV of x and

ending at the image αiV of y;
(2f) There is no bifurcation of edges of type t in Ri. This guarantees that the paths of edges of type t in Ri are unique. �

4 Again, in what follows, we omit the subscript GG in relations, assuming that it is clear from context which grammar is under consideration.
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Other functions could also be included in the library, such as functions to define types of vertices of a reachable graph,
cardinality of edges, cardinality of vertices and many others. Having established the theory, we describe the proof strategy
used to prove properties for a system specified in graph grammar. First, we must define the relational structure associated
to the grammar (according to Definition 13). The relations of this structure define axioms that are used in the proofs. For
example, considering |GG| = ⟨DGG, (R)R∈RGG⟩ the relational structure associated to the grammar, we have R(x1, . . . , xn) ≡

true iff (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ R. Then we may state a goal to be proven using logic formulas. Properties about reachable states may
be proven by induction, since this data type is recursively defined. The proof must be performed in the following way: first
(base case), the property is verified for the initial graph (G0) and then, at the inductive step, the property is verified for every
rule of the grammar applicable to a reachable graph G (i.e., for ap(αi,m) G), considering that the property is valid for G. This
process may be semi-automated: it may proceed until a separate property or lemma is required, then wemust establish the
property or prove the lemma, and then the proof of the original goal can continue.

Now, we give two examples of proofs of properties for the Token Ring protocol: one about types of edges and another
about the structure of reachable graphs.

Property 1. Any reachable graph has exactly one edge of the type Tok.

According to the definition of tipE , previously established in the library, the property to be proven can be stated by the
formula:

∃!x [(x, Tok) ∈ tipE reach_gr].

Proof.

Basis: Here, the property is verified for the initial graph G0.

∃!x [(x, Tok) ∈ tipE G0]
(1a)
≡ ∃!x [tG0E (x, Tok)] ≡ true.

The last equivalences may be verified automatically. Since the relational structure that defines the grammar has a single
pair with the second component Tok belonging to the relation tG0E (see Example 2), the logical expression must be evaluated
to true.

Hypothesis: For any reachable graph G ∃!x[(x, Tok) ∈ tipEG].

Inductive step: Assuming the hypothesis, the proof reduces to five cases, depending on the rule that is applicable:

Rule α1: (i) ∃!x [(x, Tok) ∈ tipE ap(α1,m) G)]
(1b)
≡

∃!x [tR1E (x, Tok) ∨ [(x, Tok) ∈ tipE G ∧ @w mEα1(w, x)]].
Now it is necessary to inform if the edge x of type Tok of the reachable graph is an image of the match or not,

when rule αi is applied. This can be done by stating:

∀x (x, Tok) ∈ tipE G, ∃w mEαi(w, x) ⇔ ∃w tLiE (w, Tok). (3)

According to (3), the edge of type Tok of the reachable graph will be an image of the match if and only if the
left-hand side of the applied rule contains an edge of the type Tok. Then:

∃!x [tR1E (x, Tok) ∨ [(x, Tok) ∈ tipE G ∧ @w mEα1(w, x)]]
(3)
≡

∃!x [tR1E (x, Tok) ∨ [(x, Tok) ∈ tipE G ∧ @w tL1E (w, Tok)]] ≡ true.
There is a (single) pair at the relation tR1E that has the second component Tok (see Example 3). Besides it is

assumed by hypothesis that (x, Tok) ∈ tipE G. Since expression @w mEα1(w, x) is evaluated to false (there is a pair
in relation tL1E that has the second component Tok), the complete formula may be automatically evaluated to true.

Rules α2 to α5: The proofs for rules α2, α3, α4 and α5 are analogous. It is important to notice that, since the property that
informs if an edge of type Tok is the image of a match has already been stated, the verification for these rules may
proceed automatically. �

Property 2. Any reachable graph has a ring topology of edges of type Nxt.

Considering that the transitive closure of edges and the function that identifies a ring topology are previously defined in
the library, the property to be proven can be stated as:

RingNxt reach_gr ≡ true.
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Fig. 3. Rule application using attributed graphs.

Proof.

Basis:We instantiate the Eqs. (2a)–(2c) of the Ring definition with G0 and Nxt

RingNxt G0
def.
≡ ∀x [vertG0(x) → (x, x) ∈ TCNxt

incG0
] ∧ (Eq. (2a))

∧∀a, b, x, y, z [incG0(a, x, y) ∧ tG0E (a,Nxt) ∧ incG0(b, x, z) ∧ tG0E (b,Nxt) → a = b] ∧ (Eq. (2b))
∧∀x, z [vertG0(x) ∧ vertG0(z) → (x, z) ∈ TCNxt

incG0
] ≡ (Eq. (2c))

≡ true.
Considering that the result of the operation TCNxt

incG0
is the set {(N01,N02), (N02,N03), (N03,N01), (N01,N03), (N02,N01),

(N03,N02), (N01,N01), (N02,N02), (N03,N03)}, (Eq. (2a)) and (Eq. (2c)) are satisfied. (Eq. (2b)) is also satisfied because
there are no two edges of the type Nxt in G0 starting at the same vertex (see Examples 1 and 2).

Hypothesis: For any reachable graph G RingNxt G ≡ true ⇒

Inductive Step: Again, here we have to prove for all rules α1 to α5. We show the proof for the first rule, the others are
analogous.

(i) RingNxt ap(α1,m) G
def.
≡ RingNxt G ∧ (Eq. (2d))

∧∀a, x, y, z, w [incL1(a, x, y) ∧ tL1E (a,Nxt) ∧ α1V (x, z) ∧ α1V (y, w) → (z, w) ∈ TCNxt
incR1

] ∧ (Eq. (2e))
∧∀a, b, x, y, z [incR1(a, x, y) ∧ tR1E (a,Nxt) ∧ incR1(b, x, z) ∧ tR1E (b,Nxt) → a = b] ≡ (Eq. (2f))
≡ true.

This propertymay be verified automatically: (Eq. (2d)) is valid by the induction hypothesis; (Eq. (2e)) is valid by the result
of the operation TCNxt

incR1
; and (Eq. (2f)) is valid because there are no two edges of type Nxt starting at the same vertex in R1

(see Example 3). �

6. Dealing with attributed graphs

An attributed graph has two components: a graphical part (a graph) and a data part. These components are linked by
attribution functions or edges (depending on the approach). The data part allows the use of variables and terms in the rules
(as attributes), giving the specifier a better level of abstraction with respect to grammars using only non-attributed graphs.
Fig. 3 shows an example of rule application using attributed graphs. In rule r : L → R, instead of using concrete values,
one typically uses variables and terms. Equations can either establish constraints on the variables in the source graph (as
x = y+ 1 in the example) or define relations between variables of the left- and right-hand sides of the rule (like z = x+ 1).
To be able to apply such a rule, we must find, besides the graph homomorphism from L to G, an assignment of values to the
variables of the rule that satisfy all equations. If such an assignment is found (like asg in the figure), the rule can be applied
and the resulting graph H is obtained as previously defined (as in Definition 5) with the values of attributes of the vertices
changing as defined in the rules.

In [29], an attributed graph is a graph in which some vertices are actually data values, and some edges are attribution
edges, that is, all data values are considered as vertices and there are special edges connecting graphical vertices to these
data vertices. This approach has a very nice theory but, for (automated) verification purposes, it is not directly useful because
typically data types involve infinite sets of values, and thus each graph will be an infinite structure (because data values are
vertices).

A different approach was presented by GROOVE in [27], in which the data values were modeled as term graphs. In
this approach, rewriting takes place at two different levels: normal graph rewriting for the graphical part and term graph
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Fig. 4. Attributed graph.

rewriting for the data part of the attributed graph. However, modeling data types as term graphs has some disadvantages:
many data types can be more naturally expressed as terms; resolution for many of the most used equational systems
(like natural numbers, booleans, strings, lists, . . . ) is already efficiently implemented, whereas there are some limitations
for term graph rewriting. Moreover, this technique presented for GROOVE is for finite state graph transformation systems.

A new approach to perform verification of attributed GTS was presented in [28]. This approach is based on [26], in which
there is an attribution functionmapping elements from the graphical part to the data part of the graph. Here the data part is
not seen as vertices or edges of an attributed part, but rather as a set of values. The disadvantage is that it is not possible to
change the value of the attribute of a vertex without deleting this vertex (because a simple change of attribute would not be
compatible with the original attribution function, and this compatibility is a requirement for the definition of morphisms).
In [28] this drawback does not play a role since only edges are attributed, and all edges belonging to the left-hand side of a
rule must be deleted.

Our approach is inspired by both [29] and [28]. On the one hand, we will have some special kind of edges of the graph
that will be called attribute edges or simply attributes and will be used actually to describe attribution of vertices. But on the
other hand, we will have a function assigning a data value to each of these attribute edges. This way, we can model that the
attribute a1 of a vertex changes (by deleting the attribute edge corresponding to a1 and creating a new one with the new
value) in a framework in which graphs are not infinite (because data values must not be part of the graph).

For example, the left-hand side of the attributed rule shown before would be actually described by the graph depicted in
Fig. 4: dashed loop edges are placed onto the vertices that will get attributed, and the attribute values are actually connected
to these edges.

6.1. Attributed graph grammars

Weuse algebraic specifications to define data types, and algebras to describe the values that can be used as attributes.We
assume that the reader is familiar with algebraic specifications (basic concepts will be informally introduced as necessary).

A signature SIG = (S,OP) consists of a set S of sorts and a set OP of constant and operations symbols. Given a set of
variables X (of sorts in S), the set of terms over SIG is denoted by TOP(X) (this is defined inductively by stating that all
variables and constants are terms, and then all possible applications of operation symbols in OP to existing terms are
also terms). An equation is a pair of terms (t1, t2), and is usually denoted by t1 = t2. A specification is a pair SPEC =

(SIG,Eqns) consisting of a signature and a set of equations over this signature. An algebra for specification SPEC, or SPEC-
algebra, consists of one set for each sort symbol of SIG, called carrier set, and one function for each operation symbol of
SIG such that all equations in Eqns are satisfied (satisfaction of one equation is checked by substituting all variables in the
equation by values of corresponding carrier sets and verifying whether the equality holds, for all possible substitutions).
Given two SPEC-algebras, a homomorphism between them is a set of functions mapping corresponding carrier sets that are
compatible with all functions of the algebras. The set obtained by the disjoint union of all carrier sets of algebra A is denoted
by U(A).

In the following, let loop(G) denote the subset of edges of a graph that are loops, that is, edges that have the same source
and target vertices. In a graph, some of its loop edges will be considered as special edges: they will be used to connect a
vertex to an attribute value.

Definition 17 (Attributed Graph). Given a specification SPEC, an attributed graph is a tuple AG = (G, A, attrG) where
G = (VG, EG, srcG, trgG) is a graph, A is a SPEC-algebra, and

attrG : AttrEG → U(A)

is a total function, with AttrEG ⊆ loop(G). Edges belonging to AttrEG are called attribute edges.
A (partial) attributed graph morphism g between attributed graphs AG and AH is a pair g = (gGraph, gAlg) consisting of

a graph morphism gGraph = (gVert , gEdge) and an algebra homomorphism gAlg between the corresponding components that
are compatible with the attribution, i.e.

∀e ∈ AttrEG [gAlg(attrG(e)) = attrH(gEdge(e))].

An attributed graph morphism g is called total/injective if all components are total/injective, respectively.
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Fig. 5. Typed attributed graph.

Fig. 6. Typed attributed graph graphical notation.

The role of the type graph is to define the types of vertices and edges of instance graphs. It is thus adequate that the
part of the type graph describing data elements consists of names of types. Therefore, we require that the algebra of the
type graph is a final one, that is, an algebra in which all carrier sets are singletons. In practice, we will use the name of the
corresponding sort as the only element in a carrier set interpreting it.With respect to the attribute edges, theremay bemany
different kinds of attribute edges for the same vertex, and this is described by the existence ofmany of such edges in the type
graph. The two requirements that we impose on a typed attributed graph are (i) attribute uniqueness: there may be at most
one attributed edge of each kind connected to the same vertex (that is, at most one value for this attribute is associated to
each vertex), and (ii) attribute completeness: in an attributed graph, all attributes of each vertexmust be defined (that is, once
an attribute edge exists in the type graph, there must be a corresponding value in any instance graph). These requirements
make sense in practice, since when a list of attributes is defined for a vertex, typically one wants that all vertices of each
graph will have values for those attributes (completeness), and these values are unique (uniqueness).

For example, Fig. 5 shows a type graph T in which we can see three types of attributes, two natural numbers and one
boolean. Graph G is typed over T (the morphism is given by the dashed arrows). To have a cleaner graphical representation,
we will draw a typed attributed graph as shown in Fig. 6. Here we named the attribute edges to make clear which is
which in an instance graph. The morphism on the algebra component is not shown, but it is obvious: The algebra of T
will have as carrier sets TNat = {Nat} and TBool = {Bool}, and the algebra for G will have GNat = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, . . .} and
GBool = {true, false}. In this case, there is only one possible way to map between the algebras of G and T , that is to map all
natural numbers to the element Nat and true and false to Bool.

Definition 18 (Attributed Type Graph, Typed Attributed Graphs). Given a specification SPEC, an attributed type graph is an
attributed graph AT = (T , F , attrT ) in which all carrier sets of F are singletons.

A typed attributed graph is a tuple AGAT
= (AG, tAG, AT ), where AG is an attributed graph, AT is an attributed type graph

and tAG : AG → AT is a total attributed graph morphism called attributed typing morphism such that

• Attribute uniqueness condition. ∀e1, e2 ∈ AttrEG
[srcG(e1) = srcG(e2) ⇒ tAGEdge(e1) ≠ tAGEdge(e2)].

• Attribute completeness condition. ∀e ∈ AttrET
[∃e′

∈ AttrEG[tAGEdge(e
′) = e]].

We denote by attrV the partial function that associates values to the vertices of an attributed graph. This function is
defined by attrV : VG × AttrET → U(A), for all (v, at) ∈ VG × AttrET

attrV (v, at) =


attrG(e) if ∃e ∈ AttrEG [srcG(e) = v ∧ tAGEdge(e) = at]
undefined otherwise.
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A typed attributed graph morphism between graphs AGAT and AHAT with attributed type graph AT is an attributed
graphmorphism g between AG and AH such that tAG ≥ tAH ◦g (that is, g may onlymap between elements of the same type).

Note: The function attrV is well defined because if there is an attribute edge at some vertex, it will be the only one of its kind
(due to the restriction imposed on typed attributed graphs).

Since in the following we will be dealing only with typed attributed graphs, we will omit the word ‘‘typed’’.
Rules specify patterns of behavior of a system. Therefore, it is natural that variables and expressions (terms) are used

for the data part of the graph. We will restrict possible attributes in left- and right-hand sides to be variables, and the
possible relations between these variables will be expressed by equations associated to each rule. When applying a rule,
all its equations will be required to be satisfied by the chosen assignment of values to variables. The following definition is
a slight modification of the usual descriptions of rules using attributed graphs. Usually, a quotient term algebra satisfying
all equations of the specification plus the rule equations is used as attribute algebra. This gives rise to a simple and elegant
definition. However, since here our aim is to find a finite representation of attributed graph grammars in terms of relational
structures, this standard definition is not suitable (in a quotient term algebra, each element of a carrier set is an equivalence
class of terms, and this set is typically infinite for many useful data types). Therefore, we just use terms as attributes, that is,
we use the term algebra over the signature of the specification as attribute algebra (in the definition below, we equivalently
use the term algebra over a specificationwithout equations). In such an algebra, each carrier set consists of all terms that can
be constructed using the operations defined for the corresponding sort, functions just represent the syntactical construction
of terms (for example for a term t and algebra operation opA corresponding to an operator op in the signature, we would
have opA(t) = op(t)). Consequently, all terms are considered to represent different values in a term algebra, since they are
syntactically different. The satisfaction of the equationswill be dealtwith in thematch construction, that is, in the application
of a rule.

Definition 19 (Attributed Rule). Given a specification SPEC = (SIG,Eqns). A rule over SPEC with type AT is a tuple attRule =

(r, X, ruleEqns)where

• X is a set of variables over the sorts of SPEC;
• r : (L, TOP(X), attrL)AT → (R, TOP(X), attrR)AT is an injective attributed graph morphism over the specification (SIG, ∅) in

which rVert : VL → VR is a total function on the set of vertices, the algebra component is the identity on the term algebra
TOP(X), and all attributes used in the left- and right-hand sides are variables, i.e.


e∈AttrEL

attrL(e)∪


e∈AttrER
attrR(e) ⊆ X .

• ruleEqns is a set of equations using terms of TOP(X) such that
– in all equations t1 = t2 ∈ ruleEqns, t1 ∈ X and t2 involves only variables that are attributes of L;
– all variables x used in R are either in L or there is an equation x = t2 in ruleEqns.

An attributed graph grammar is composed of an attributed type graph, an initial graph and a set of rules.

Definition 20 (Attributed Graph Grammar). Given a specification SPEC and a SPEC-algebra A, a (typed) attributed graph
grammar is a tuple AGG = (AT , AG0, R), such that AT (the type of the grammar) is an attributed type graph over SPEC, AG0
(the initial graph of the grammar) is an attributed graph typed over AT using algebra A, and R is a set of rules over SPECwith
type AT .

To define a match, we have to relate, additionally to the graph morphism, the variables of the left-hand side of the
rule to the actual values of attributes in the graph in which the rule shall be applied. Additionally, the match construction
must assure that all equations of the specification and the rule equations are satisfied by the chosen assignment of
variables to values. This will be achieved by first, lifting the rule to a corresponding one having a quotient term algebra
as attribute algebra. This is a standard construction in algebraic specification. Then, the actual match will include an algebra
homomorphism from this quotient term algebra to the actual algebra used in the graph to which the rule is being applied.
The existence of this homomorphism guarantees that all necessary equations are satisfied.

Definition 21 (Attributed Match). Let a specification SPEC = (SIG, Eqns), a rule over SPEC attRule = (r, X, ruleEqns), r :

ALAT → ARAT , withAL = (L, TOP(X), attrL), and a SPEC attributed graphAGAT be given. An attributedmatchm : ALAT → AGAT

is a total attributed graph morphism m = (mGraph,mAlg) such that mEdge is injective, ALAT = (L, Teq(X), attrL), where Teq(X)
is the algebra obtained by constructing the quotient term algebra of the specification (SIG, Eqns ∪ ruleEqns) using the set of
variables X , and, for all term t ∈ TOP(X), attrL(t) = [attrL(t)].

Practically, given a set of variables X and an algebra A, if we define an evaluation function eval : X → U(A), there is
a unique way to construct the algebra homomorphism (in case it exists for this assignment). First, we check whether all
equations in Eqns∪ ruleEqns are satisfied by this assignment. If not, this assignment of values to variables can not lead to an
algebra homomorphism, and thus no match can exist using this eval function. Otherwise, we build the extension of eval to
(equivalence classes of) terms, that will be denoted by eval : Teq(X) → U(A). This is the homomorphismwe are looking for.

Definition 22 (Rule Application). Given a specification SPEC, a rule over SPEC with type AT attRule = (r, X, ruleEqns)with
r : (L, TOP(X), attrL)AT → (R, TOP(X), attrR)AT , and a match m : (L, Teq(X), attrL)AT → (G, AG, attrG)AT the application of
rule attRule at match m results in the typed attributed graph AHAT , with AH = (H, AH , attrH), where
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• H is the resulting graph of applying rule L → R to graph G (as in Definition 5);
• AH = AG;
• ∀e ∈ AttrEH

attrH(e) =


attrG(e) if e ∈ EG − mEdge(EL)
mAlg(attrR(e)) if e ∈ ER

• the typing morphism tAH is defined as in Definition 5 for vertices and edges, and tAHAlg is defined as follows:

∀a ∈ rng(attrH), tAHAlg (a) =


tAGAlg(a) if attrG(e) = a ∧ e ∈ EG − mEdge(EL)

tARAlg(w) ifw ∈ rng(attrR) ∧ mAlg(w) = a.

Proposition 10. Rule application is well defined (i.e. graph AH is actually an attributed graph).

Proof. Following Definition 5, H is a well-defined graph and by Definition 17, AH = AG is a SPEC-algebra. Since attrG, attrR
andmAlg define total functions, attrH is defined for all loop edges of H , i.e., attrH is a total function between AttrEH and U(A).
Then, AH = (H, AH , attrH) is a well-defined attributed graph. The attribute completeness condition is satisfied because,
each vertex of H must be either in G or in R (or in both): in any case, since R and G are attributed graphs, all attributes of this
vertex must be present and will be copied to H by construction (Definition 5). Attribute uniqueness is due to the fact that
L, R and G have at most one attribute of each kind and that the match is total: in this case, either this value of this attribute
in the resulting graph H will be given by G (if r preserves this attribute) or by R (if r changes the value of this attribute).
Moreover, since the algebra component of the typing morphism is the identity and the other components are compatible
with typing (due to Definition 5), AHAT is a well-defined typed attributed graph. �

6.2. Relational structures representing attributed graph grammars

In this section we describe the representation of attributed graph grammars by relational structures. The following
definitions are proposed assuming a fixed specification SPEC and a fixed algebra A over SPEC. The relational structure
representing an attributed graph is essentially Definition 7, including data values in the domain and adding one relation
to represent the attribution. Note that only the used data values were included in the domain, not the whole algebra.

Definition 23 (Relational Structure Representing an Attributed Graph). Let Ragr = {vert, inc, attr} be a set of relations,
where vert is unary, inc is ternary and attr is binary. Given an attributed graph AG = (G, A, attrG), a relational structure
representing AG is a Ragr -structure |AG| = ⟨DAG, (RAG)R∈Ragr ⟩, where:

• DAG = VG ∪ EG ∪ rng(attrG)
• vertAG and incAG are the relations defined in Definition 7 (relational structure representing a graph);
• attrAG ⊆ EG × rng(attrG)with (e, a) ∈ attrAG ⇐⇒ attrG(e) = a.

Proposition 11. The relational structure |AG| is well defined.

Proof. By Proposition 1, ⟨VG ∪ EG, vertAG, incAG⟩ is a well-defined graph. Since the binary relation attrAG is defined according
to attrG, it specifies a value for each attribute edge. Then, |AG| is well defined. �

The definition of relational morphisms between attributed graphs only adds a relationship between the data values, and
requires basically the same conditions as in Definition 8.

Definition 24 (Relational Attributed Graph Morphism). Let |AG| = ⟨VG ∪ EG ∪ rng(attrG), {vertAG, incAG, attrAG}⟩ and |AH| =

⟨VH ∪ EH ∪ rng(attrH), {vertAH , incAH , attrAH}⟩ be Ragr -structures representing attributed graphs. A relational attributed
graph morphism g from |AG| to |AH| is defined by a set g = {gV , gE, gA} of binary relations where:

• gV and gE form a relational representation of a graph morphism between the underlying graphs (Definition 8);
• gA ⊆ rng(attrG)× rng(attrH) is a partial function that relates attributes of |AG| to attributes of |AH|

such that the following conditions are satisfied:

• Attribute consistency condition. ∀a, a′
[ gA(a, a′)] ⇒ ∃e, e′

[attrAG(e, a) ∧ attrAH(e′, a′)];
• Attributed morphism commutativity condition. ∀e, a, e′, a′,

[gA(a, a′) ∧ attrAG(e, a) ∧ attrAH(e′, a′) ⇒ gE(e, e′)].

g is called total/injective if relations gV , gE and gA are total/injective functions, respectively.

Proposition 12. A relational attributed graph morphism g = {gV , gE, gA} from |AG| to |AH| is well defined.

Proof. By Proposition 2, {gV , gE} is a well-defined graph morphism. gA is a partial function that, according to the
attribute consistency condition, relates attributes of |AG| to attributes of |AH|. Moreover, due to the attributed morphism
commutativity condition, the relations established by gA must be compatible with the relations established by gE . �
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The relational representation of typed attributed graphs replaces the relational representations of typed graphs and
graph morphism of Definition 10 by relational representation of attributed typed graphs and attributed graph morphism,
respectively.

Definition 25 (Relational Representation of a Typed Attributed Graph). Given a typed attributed graph AGAT
= (AG, tAG, AT )

with tAG = (tAGVert , t
AG
Edge, t

AG
Alg), a relational representation of AGAT is given by a tuple |AGAT

| = ⟨|AG|, |tAG|, |AT |⟩ where:

• |AG| and |AT | are Ragr -structures representing AG and AT , respectively;
• |tAG| = {tAGVert , t

AG
Edge, t

AG
A } is a total relational attributed graph morphism from |AG| over |AT |, with tAGA corresponding to

tAGAlg restricted to the elements that are in rng(attrG) and rng(attrT );

Proposition 13. The relational representation of a typed attributed graph is well defined.

Proof. By Proposition 11, the relational representation of attributed graphs is well defined and by Proposition 12, the
relational representation of an attributed graph morphism is well defined. Besides, |AG| defines the same set of edges of
AG (by Definition 22) and the relational attributed graphmorphism between the relational attributed graphs represents the
same morphism given. Then, the attribute uniqueness and completeness conditions are still valid. �

The definition of relational morphisms between attributed graphs basically extends the (typedmorphism) compatibility
condition of Definition 11 with the relationship between data values included in the graph morphism.

Definition 26 (Relational (Typed) Attributed Graph Morphism). Let |AG|, |AH| and |AT | be Ragr -structures representing
attributed graphs, where |AT | is the relational representation of an attributed type graph, and let |tAG| = {tAGV , t

AG
E , t

AG
A }

and |tAH | = {tAHV , tAHE , tAHA } be total relational attributed graph morphisms from |AG| and |AH| to |AT |, respectively. A
relational attributed (typed) graph morphism from |AGT

| to |AHT
| is defined by a relational attributed graph morphism

|g| = {gV , gE, gA} from |AG| to |AH|, such that the attributed typed morphism compatibility condition is satisfied:

• (Attributed Typed Morphism) Compatibility Condition. ∀x, x′, y,
[gV (x, x′) ∧ tAGV (x, y) ⇒ tAHV (x′, y)];
[gE(x, x′) ∧ tAGE (x, y) ⇒ tAHE (x′, y)]; and
[gA(x, x′) ∧ tAGA (x, y) ⇒ tAHA (x′, y)].

Proposition 14. The relational representation of a typed attributed graph morphism is well defined.

Proof. Following Proposition 12, a relational graphmorphism iswell defined. The (typedmorphism) compatibility condition
guarantees that the relational attributed typed graph morphism only maps elements of the same type. �

The relational representation of an attributed rule is given by a relational typed attributed graph morphism between
typed attributed graphs together with two relations: a unary relation to represent the set of variables over SPEC and a
binary relation to model the set of equations.

Definition 27 (Relational Representation of an Attributed Rule). Given a rule attRule = (r, X, ruleEqns) over SPEC with type
AT , such that r = ((rVert , rEdge), rAlg)), r : ALAT → ARAT , with AL = (L, TOP(X), attrL) and AR = (R, TOP(X), attrR), a relational
representation of attRule is given by a tuple |attRule| = ⟨|ALAT |, |r|, |ARAT

|, var, |ruleEqns|⟩ where:

• |ALAT | and |ARAT
| are relational representations of typed attributed graphs ALAT and ARAT , respectively;

• |r| = {rVert , rEdge, rA} is a relational typed attributed graph morphism from |ALAT | to |ARAT
|, where rA corresponds to rAlg

restricted to the elements that are in rng(attrL) and rng(attrR);
• var ⊆ X , with x ∈ var ⇐⇒ x ∈ X;
• |ruleEqns| ⊆ TOP(X)× TOP(X), with (t1, t2) ∈ |ruleEqns| ⇐⇒ (t1, t2) ∈ ruleEqns.

Proposition 15. A relational representation of an attributed rule is well defined.

Proof. According to Proposition 13 the relational representation of typed attributed graphs is well defined and according
to Proposition 14 the relational representation of a typed attributed graph morphism is well defined. The definition of
the relational typed attributed graph morphism guarantees that it represents the morphism given. Then, the morphism
is injective and the component that relates vertices is total. Besides, var is a set of variables over the sorts of SPEC and
|ruleEqns| defines the same set ruleEqns (and thus, satisfies the same conditions as ruleEqns). �

The definition of relational structure associated to an attributed graph grammar is analogous to the case without
attributes, we just have to add the components that correspond to the values of attributes andmap these attributes. Remind
that we assume a fixed specification SPEC and an algebra A over SPEC.

Definition 28 (Relational Structure Associated to an Attributed Graph Grammar). Let RAGG = {vertAT , incAT , attrAT , vertAG0,
incAG0, attrAG0, tAG0V , tAG0E , tAG0A , (vertALi, incALi, attrALi, tALiV , t

ALi
E , t

ALi
A , vertARi, incARi, attrARi, t

ARi
V , tARiE , tARiA , riV , riE , riA , vari, |

ruleEqns|i)i∈{1,...,n}} be a set of relation symbols. Given a specification SPEC, a corresponding algebra A, and an attributed
graph grammar AGG = (AT , AG0, R) over SPEC and A, where |R| = n, the RAGG-structure associated to AGG, denoted by
|AGG|, is the tuple ⟨DAGG, (r)r∈RAGG⟩ where
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• DAGG = VAGG ∪ EAGG ∪ AAGG is the set of vertices, edges and attribute values of the graph grammar, where: VAGG ∩ EAGG ∩

AAGG = ∅, VAGG = VT ∪VG0 ∪ (VLi ∪VRi)i∈{1,...,n}, EAGG = ET ∪ EG0 ∪ (ELi ∪ ERi)i∈{1,...,n} and AAGG = rng(attrT )∪ rng(attrG0)∪
(rng(attrLi) ∪ rng(attrRi))i∈{1,...,n}.

• vertAT , incAT and attrAT model the attributed type graph.
• vertAG0, incAG0, attrAG0, tAG0V , tAG0E and tAG0A model the initial graph typed over AT , i.e., they are the relations that compose

the relational representation of AG0AT .
• Each collection (vertALi, incALi, attrALi, tALiV , t

ALi
E , t

ALi
A , vertARi, incARi, attrARi, t

ARi
V , tARiE , tARiA , riV , riE , riA , vari, |ruleEqns|i)

defines a rule.

Proposition 16. The relational structure |AGG| is well defined.

Proof. Follows immediately from Propositions 11, 13 and 15. �

The definition of the attributed match is also analogous to the one without attributes. However here the match should
also include the mapping between the corresponding algebras. Since an assignment of values to the variables involved in
the rule uniquely determines the corresponding algebra homomorphism, we will restrict the mapping to these variables in
the relational representation of an attributed match. Note that X may contain variables that are not in L, and therefore the
image of this assignment may not be completely in the graph to which the rule is being applied. That is why the relational
representation of an attributed match has 4 components: the relational representations of the left-hand side of a rule, the
graph to which the rule shall be applied, and the match morphism; together with a relation representing the complete
assignment of values to variables described by the match.

Definition 29 (Relational Representation of an Attributed Match). Given a specification SPEC, a rule over SPEC attRule =

(r, X, ruleEqns)with r : ALAT → ARAT , and a matchm = ((mVer ,mEdge),mAlg) from ALAT to AGAT , with AG = (G, AG, attrG), a
relational representation ofm is given by a tuple ⟨asg, |ALAT |, |m|, |AGAT

|⟩ where:

• asg ⊆ X × U(AG) is a relation that corresponds to the algebra homomorphismmAlg , restricted to the variables in X;
• |ALAT | and |AGAT

| are relational representations of typed attributed graphs ALAT and AGAT , respectively;
• |m| = {mVert ,mEdge, asgL} is a relational typed attribute graph morphism from |ALAT | to |AGAT

| where
– asgL is a restriction of asg to the variables appearing in L.

Proposition 17. A relational representation of an attributed match is well defined.

Proof. According to Proposition 13 the relational representation of typed attributed graphs is well defined and according
to Proposition 14 the relational representation of a typed attributed graph morphism is well defined. The definition of the
relational typed attributed graph morphism guarantees that it represents the morphism given. Then, the morphism is total,
the component that relates edges is injective and asg satisfies all equations in ruleEqns. �

For the definition of rule application as a transduction, everything of Definition 16 remains the same. We have just
to extend the condition of rule application and add formulas, which will respectively specify the attribution function of
graphs, the data values component of typingmorphisms and the set of variables and equations of rules. That is, the following
formulas must be added in the definition of ∆ (Table 2 describes the intuitive meaning and the equivalent notation of the
formulas used in θ specifications):

ϕ must also express that asg satisfies all equations in |ruleEqns|.
θattrAT is the formula attrAT (x, y).
θattrAG0(x, y) is the formula nattrAG0(x, y) ∨ nattrARi(x, y).
θtAG0A

(x, t) is the formula ntAG0A (x, t) ∨ ntARiA (x, t).

θattrALi , θtALiA
, θattrARi , θtARiA

, θvari , θ|ruleEqns|i are respectively the formulas attrALi(x, y), tALiA (x, y), attrARi(x, y), t
ARi
A (x, y), vari(x)

and |ruleEqns|i(x, y), for i = 1 .. n.

The well-definedness of the rule application as a FO-definable transduction is still valid for the attributed version. The
proof is analogous to the proof sketch of Proposition 9.Wehave just to include the relations that define the attributed version
of the graphs and morphisms.

6.3. Token ring example with attributed graphs

In this sectionwemodify and extend the token-ring protocol. The basic idea of the protocol remains the same: all stations
are connected in a ring and each station can receive transmissions only from its immediate neighbor. Permission to transmit
is granted by a token that circulates around the ring. Now, we include a buffer to store received messages in each station,
and each station has its own buffer size. For this example, wewill use the typesNat for natural numbers and Status, that can
be either active or standby. These data types can be described by the algebraic specification TRing= (SIGTRing, Eqns): the
signature is shown in Fig. 7, we omitted the equations (they are the usual ones for the corresponding functions on natural
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Table 2
Formulas used in θ specifications.
Formula Intuitive meaning Equivalent notation

attrG(x, y) x is an attribute edge of graph Gwith value y –
tGA (x, y) x is a value of graph G of type y –
vari(x) x is a variable over the sorts of SPEC –
|ruleEqns|i(x, y) x = y is an equation over SPEC –
attrAG0(x, y) ∧ @w


mE(w, x)


x is an attribute edge of graph AG0 with value y that is
not image of the match

nattrAG0(x, y)

attrARi(x, w) ∧ asg(w, y) x is an attribute edge of graph ARi with value w, that is
assigned, by the match componentmA , to y

nattrARi(x, y)

∃y

attrAG0(y, x)


∧ @w


mE(w, y)


∧ tAG0A (x, t) x is a value of graph AG0 of type t of an attribute edge

that is not image of the match
ntAG0A (x, t)

∃y, w

attrARi(y, w) ∧ asg(w, x) ∧ tARiA (w, t)


x is a value assigned by mA to the value of an attribute
edge of type t of graph ARi

ntARiA (x, t)

TRing : sorts Status, Nat
opns

active : → Status
standby : → Status
0 : → Nat
succ : Nat → Nat
+ : Nat × Nat → Nat
- : Nat × Nat → Nat
mod : Nat × Nat → Nat

Fig. 7. Signature SIGTRing .

FStatus = {Status}
FNat = {Nat}
activeF :→ FStatus activeF () = Status
standbyF :→ FStatus standbyF () = Status
0F

:→ FNat 0F () = Nat
succF : FNat → FNat ∀n ∈ FNat : succF (n) = Nat
+

F
: FNat × FNat → FNat ∀n1, n2 ∈ FNat : +

F (n1, n2) = Nat
−

F
: FNat × FNat → FNat ∀n1, n2 ∈ FNat : −

F (n1, n2) = Nat
modF : FNat × FNat → FNat ∀n1, n2 ∈ FNat : modF (n1, n2) = Nat

Fig. 8. Final algebra of TRing: F TRing
= (FStatus, FNat , activeF , standbyF , 0F , succF ,+F ,−F ,modF ).

X = (XStatus, XNat)with XStatus = {x, y} and XNat = {n,m, p}
TStatus = {active, standby, x, y}
TNat = {0, n,m, p, succ(0), succ(n), succ(m), succ(p), succ(succ(0)), succ(succ(n)), succ(0)+ n, n + m, . . .}
activeT :→ TStatus activeT () = active
standbyT :→ TStatus standbyT () = standby
0T

:→ TNat 0T () = 0
succT : TNat → TNat ∀n ∈ TNat : succT (n) = succ(n)
+

T
: TNat × TNat → TNat ∀n1, n2 ∈ TNat : +

T (n1, n2) = n1 + n2
−

T
: TNat × TNat → TNat ∀n1, n2 ∈ TNat : −

T (n1, n2) = n1 − n2
modT : TNat × TNat → TNat ∀n1, n2 ∈ TNat : modT (n1, n2) = n1 mod n2

Fig. 9. Term algebra of SIGTRing: T TRing (X) = (TStatus, TNat , activeT , standbyT , 0T , succT ,+T ,−T ,modT ).

numbers, there are no equations for sort Status). Models for algebraic specification are algebras, and they are constructed by
assigning a set to each sort name (called carrier set) and a function to each operation symbol. Moreover, functions shall be
compatiblewith the equations of the specification. In our approach,wewill use three differentmodels for each specification:
a final model (to define the type graph), a term-algebra (to be used in rules), and a concrete ‘‘value’’ algebra (that is used to
attribute the initial and all reachable graphs). For the token ring example, these algebras are shown in Figs. 8–10, respectively.
All these algebras are possible interpretations of the symbols in TRing. The carrier sets define which elements may be used
as attribute values. There is a unique homomorphism from any algebra to F TRing (because there is only one possible way in
which we can map elements of the corresponding carrier sets). Moreover, if we fix an assignment from X to values in ATRing ,
there is also only one possible way in which we can map T TRing(X) to ATRing .
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AStatus = {act, stb}
ANat = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, . . .}
activeA :→ AStatus activeA() = act
standbyA :→ AStatus standbyA() = stb
0A

:→ ANat 0A() = 0
succA : ANat → ANat usual successor function for naturals
+

A
: ANat × ANat → ANat usual sum function for naturals

−
A

: ANat × ANat → ANat usual subtraction function, with n1 − n2 = 0, if n1 < n2
modA : ANat × ANat → ANat usual modulo function for naturals

Fig. 10. Value algebra for TRing: ATRing
= (AStatus, ANat , activeA, standbyA, 0A, succA,+A,−A,modA).

Now that the data part is defined, we can construct the grammar that describes the behavior of the modified token ring.
The type graph and the initial graph are depicted in Fig. 11. The rules are illustrated in Fig. 12. In the graphical representation
of rules, we only draw the attribute (edges) that are modified by the rule (however, formally, all attributes are part of
each graph). Also, for convenience, we used same variable names in different rules (but this specification can be translated
to an equivalent one using different variable names).

Type graph: We replaced the Act and Stb edges of the previous specification by an attribute of type Status (Sta). Moreover,
we included two attributes of type Nat: one to control how many messages are currently in a station (Cmsg) and
other to establish a limit to the buffer of received messages in each node (Lim). Note that, since the final algebra
is used to construct the type graph, the values associated to attributes Cmsg, Lim and Sta are Nat , Nat and Status,
respectively. Thus, this attributed graph actually defines not only the types of graphical elements, but also the
types of (data) attributes that will be allowed in any instance graph.

Initial graph: The values of attributes are taken from algebra ATRing . Initially, no station is transmitting through the network
(the value of edges of type Sta is stb) and the message buffers are empty (the value of each Cmsg-typed edge is 0).
The values of the Lim-typed edges specify the limit of received (and not treated) messages of each station.

Rules: We use the term algebra T TRing(X) to specify the rules. Rules r1, r2 and r4 keep, respectively, the same meaning
of rules α1, α2 and α4 previously presented, but now there is an attribute (edge) of type Sta, attributed with a
variable name x. Equations are used to ensure that each rule can only be applied in case the node is in the required
status: x = standby for rules r1 and r2 or x = active for rule r4. The status of the node after the application of the
rule is determined by the variable in the right-hand side and the respective equation of the rule. Rule r3 (as α3)
also handles the receipt of a message by a standby node. This rule can only be applied if the buffer of received
messages has not achieved the limit, i.e., if m < p (determined by the condition (m mod p) = m). In this case, the
message is passed to the next node and the counter of messages is incremented. Rule r6 simulates the treatment
of the message by a station by decrementing the message counter. Rule r5 (as α5) can be applied to insert a new
node into the ring. The node is inserted with a buffer that stores at most 10 messages.

Next, we describe the main steps involved in the proof of the following property: the buffer of each node never exceeds
its limit. First of all, we must define two functions in the standard library: one to determine pairs of edges of fixed types
with source and target in the same vertex, and another to indicate the attributes of edges of a reachable graph.

[Library function Loop: Edges with source and target in the same vertex] This function that returns pairs of edges (e, f ),
with e of type t1 and f of type t2, with source and target in the same vertex:

Loopt1,t2 G0 =


(e, f ) | ∃x [incG0(e, x, x) ∧ incG0(f , x, x)] ∧ tG0E (e, t1) ∧ tG0E (f , t2)


(4a)

Loopt1,t2 ap(αi,m) g =


(e, f )

∃x [incRi(e, x, x) ∧ incRi(f , x, x)] ∧ tRiE (e, t1) ∧ tRiE (f , t2)


∨ (4b)
(e, f ) ∈ Loopt1,t2 g ∧ @w mEαi(w, e) ∧ @w mEαi(w, f )


∨ (4c)

∃x incg(e, x, x) ∧ tgE (e, t1) ∧ @w mEαi(w, e) ∧ ∃y incRi(f , y, y) ∧

∧ tRiE (f , t2) ∧ ∃z [αiE(z, y) ∧ mVαi(z, x)]

∨ (4d)

∃x incg(f , x, x) ∧ tgE (f , t2) ∧ @w mEαi(w, f ) ∧ ∃y incRi(e, y, y) ∧

∧ tRiE (e, t1) ∧ ∃z [αiE(z, y) ∧ mVαi(z, x)]

. (4e)

For the initial graph, the pairs are determined by relations incG0 and tG0E of |GG| (4a). For the result of the application of
rule αi at match m = {mVαi ,mEαi , asgL} to graph g , the pairs are either edges of the right-hand side of the rule (4b), edges
of graph g with source and target in the same vertex that are not image of the match (4c), or pairs of edges, one of Ri and
other of g (that is not image of the match), which have source and target in the same vertex after the application of the rule
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Fig. 11. Type graph and initial graph.

Fig. 12. Rules.

((4d) or (4e)). The guarantee of having source and target in the same vertex after the application of the rule is stated by the
last term of (4d) and (4e). �

[Library function AttrE : Attributes of edges of a reachable graph] The set of pairs (edge, attribute) of a reachable graph
are recursively defined by:

AttE G0 = {(e, a) | attrG0(e, a)} (5a)
AttE ap(αi,m) g = {(e, a) | attrRi(e, a) ∨ [(e, a) ∈ AttE g ∧ @w mEαi(w, e)]}. (5b)

If we take the initial graph (5a), the pairs are specified by the relation attrG0 of the relational structure. If we consider the
graph obtained from the application of rule αi at match m = {mVαi ,mEαi , asgL} to graph g (5b), the attributes are either the
attributes of edges of the right-hand side of the rule or the attributes of edges (that are not image of the match) of g . �

The proof strategy applied in verification of properties is the same described before: we use mathematical induction,
considering that the relations of the relational structure define axioms to be used during the proof. Now, since we use
variables as attributes in the left- and right-hand sides of rules, in many cases, at the inductive step the development of
the proof involves variables. In this case, in order to establish the property, we must regard the equations of the applied
rule as ‘‘local axioms’’. We say ‘‘local’’ because the equations of each rule can only be regarded as axioms for the step of the
proof that involves the application of that rule. This can be done because, to apply a rule, we assume that there is a match
that makes these equations true, and the property is proven only for such matches (because in other cases, it would not be
possible to apply the rule). Now we can state the property to be proven.

Property 3. The attributes of edges of type Cmsg are always less than the attributes of edges of type Lim, if they both have source
and target in the same vertex.

According to the definitions previously established in the library, the property to be proven can be enunciated by the
formula:

∀(e1, e2) ∈ LoopCmsg,Limreach_gr.[(e1, a1) ∈ AttE reach_gr ∧ (e2, a2) ∈ AttE reach_gr ⇒ a1 ≤ a2].
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Proof.

Basis:We have to prove

∀(e1, e2) ∈ LoopCmsg,LimG0.[(e1, a1) ∈ AttE G0 ∧ (e2, a2) ∈ AttE G0 ⇒ a1 ≤ a2].

Considering the result of the function LoopCmsg,LimG0 (Eqs. (4)) and the definition of AttE (Eq. (5a)), this formula reduces to
∀(e1, e2) ∈ {(Cmsg01, Lim01), (Cmsg02, Lim02), (Cmsg03, Lim03) .[attrG0(e1, a1) ∧ attrG0(e2, a2) ⇒ a1 ≤ a2].

Now the implication must be verified for each pair of edges. For the first instance, consulting the relational structure
associated to the graph grammar, the pair of edges/attributes that satisfies the antecedent are (Cmsg01, 0) and (Lim01, 10).
Since 0 ≤ 10 the consequent is evaluated to true. The verification for other instances is similar. Thus, the property is valid
for the initial graph.

Hypothesis: Assume that the property is valid for any reachable graph G:

∀(e1, e2) ∈ LoopCmsg,LimG.[(e1, a1) ∈ AttE G ∧ (e2, a2) ∈ AttE G ⇒ a1 ≤ a2].

Inductive Step:We have to prove

∀(e1, e2) ∈ LoopCmsg,Limap(ri,m)G.[(e1, a1) ∈ AttE ap(ri,m)G ∧ (e2, a2) ∈ AttE ap(ri,m)G ⇒ a1 ≤ a2].

Since we have 6 rules, we have 6 cases to consider (note that, although not depicted in Fig. 12, all attribute edges are part of
each left- and right-hand side of the rules, due to the attribute completeness requirement):

Rule r1: First, we have to construct LoopCmsg,Limap(r1,m)G and then check whether these pairs satisfy the required
property. Since the kinds of edges we are considering are attribute edges and due to the attribute completeness
property required for (typed) attributed graphs, the graphs G, L and R will have values for both attributes Cmsg
and Lim. This means that we only have to consider the cases described by Eqs. (4b) and (4c) in the definition of
Loop:
(i) A pair (e, f ) that satisfies (4b): In rule r1, such pairs are (Cmsg13, Lim13) and (Cmsg14, Lim14). Assume

that the names of variables associated to attributes Cmsg and Lim in graph R1 are cmsg13 and lim13
(connected to node N13) and cmsg14 and lim14 (connected to node N14). Then, the function AttE will return
attrR1(Cmsg13, cmsg13) and attrR1(Lim13, lim13), plus all pairs attrG(Cmsgi, cmsgi) and attrG(Limi, limi), for
each vertex i of G that is not in the image of match m. Thus, what we have to verify is if cmsg13 ≤ lim13
and cmsg14 ≤ lim14. But, since these attributes were not changed by the rule, this is the same as verifying
if cmsg11 ≤ lim11 and cmsg12 ≤ lim12 (the corresponding variables in the left-hand side of the rule). But
considering that there is a match m mapping the left-hand side to G, there are corresponding values in G for
these variables. By induction hypothesis, all pairs (eG, f G) that come from G satisfy the property, and therefore
we conclude that the pair (e, f ) also satisfies the property.

(ii) A pair (e, f ) that satisfies (4c): This pair is in LoopCmsg,LimG, and therefore by induction hypothesis satisfies the
property.

Rules r2 and r4: Analogous to rule r1.
Rule r3: We start analogously to the case of r1, find out that we have to prove that n ≤ p and cmsg34 ≤ lim34. The latter

is analogous to case r1. To prove that n ≤ p, we have to consider the equations of r3 as axioms. Then, considering
n = m + 1 and m mod p = m as valid formulas, and using the pre-defined theories corresponding to the used
specification, it is possible to prove (using a theoremprover in a semi-automatedway) that the property is satisfied
for this case.

Rule r5: Here, we will have to prove for the newly created node that n ≤ p (for the other nodes, the proof is similar to
the previous cases). Assuming the equation as an axiom, we have n = 0 and p = 10 (actually, the last equation is
p = succ10(0)). But any possible matchmwould need to assign the value zero to n and 10 to p (otherwise, it would
not be a match for this rule). Therefore, we can conclude that n ≤ p.

Rules r6: Again, herewewill have to prove that n ≤ p, assuming n = m−1 as true. But, since the attribute Lim is preserved
by the rule, it must be also in the left-hand side, that is matched viam to a value, say limG, in G. Moreover, variable
mmust also be mapped to a value, say cmsgG in G. Since G satisfies the property by induction hypothesis, we have
that cmsgG ≤ limG, and therefore we can conclude that the m ≤ p. Together with the fact that n = m − 1, this
makes n ≤ p true. �

7. Final remarks

We have introduced a relational and logical approach to graph grammars to allow the analysis of asynchronous
distributed systems with infinite state space. In order to represent this specification language, we have used relational
structures to characterize graph grammars and defined rule applications as first-order definable transductions. We have
first considered graph grammars defined over simple (typed) graphs, and thenwe extended the representation to attributed
graphs. We have shown that our approach offers a faithful encoding for SPO graph grammars and can thus be used as basis
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to enable the use of the theorem proving techniques to prove properties within this approach, complementing the existing
approaches based on model checking techniques. Our main contribution should not be seen as a new approach to describe
graph grammars, but rather as a way to allow theorem proving techniques (and tools) to be used in existing approaches
(we modeled SPO here, but the theory could be used as basis to handle other approaches as well). This is relevant since
graph grammars offer an interesting specification technique for a variety of application areas and up to now theoremproving
techniques could not be used to analyze properties of graph grammars.

The approach proposed can be extended to other approaches and also to specific classes of graph grammars such as, for
example, object-based graph grammars [2], appropriate for the specification of object-based systems, or timed object-based
graph grammars, suitable to specify real time systems. In the first case, the set of vertices of the graph grammar must be
partitioned into two subsets of objects and values (of abstract data types) and the set of edges should be replaced by a set
of hyperedges that must be partitioned into sets of messages and attribute edges. In the second case, we also have to add
time stamps to the messages. These extensions would allow the proof of properties usually not analyzed in model checkers
of object-based systems such as properties about the internal states of objects and their attributes. Another topic of future
work is the implementation of the proposed approach using a theorem proving tool and the integration within AGG [33]
(AGG is a visual development environment for graph transformation systems).
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